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Bluegrass And Kites And Corn-On-The-Cob
quite an appetite but there's a
ready solution to that; fried
chicken, corn-on-the-cob, potato
chips and any other gourmet
picnic food that comes to mind.
Admissions Aides will be selling
the $2.00 guest tickets,
l-ongwood's own Charlie Mason
and his "Blue Grass Blues" Band
will provide the music to feast by.
During one of the band's breaks
the Gymnastic team will
perform. The other break will be
full of determination, brnw i and
class spirit: a tug-of-war be'ween
the Freshmen and Sophomores.
Other events to follow include t be
Dance Company, the H2o Club.
Gymnastic Team, lacrosse and
Kite-Flying Contest. The kites
will be judged on originality, how
long and how high they stay up. It
doesn't matter what they're
made of as long as they fly. Other
events are scheduled for the day,
too.
Sunday should be fun, too; ;i
girls vs. boys sports game, the
Bruce Olsen Band and another
delicious picnic lunch sponsored
by the sororities.
Flyers for Spring Week End
are posted across campus \
schedule of events will be placed
on the tables in the Dining Hull.
Spring Week Fnd should be fun
for all who participate

Spring Weekend Set
For April 15-17
By DEBBIE Mill I,
Grab your friends, parents or
your great-grandmother and
come indulge in a lot of great
food, foot-stomping music,
continuous
fun
and
entertainment everywhere you
look.
Where can you find all this
glorious activity? At Longwood
College on April 15-17. Spring
Weekend is right around the
corner. Becky Tuck Chairman
and other individuals have been
working diligently to put together
a week end that will be fun for all
and hopefully a door-opener for
future events on campus. Friday
night initiates the week end with
a mixer in the lower Dining Hall.
The band is "Lynx" from
Richmond. Beer will be sold.
Not only is Spring Weekend
filled with entertainment, it is
also an opportunity to show-off
our campus to prospective
students and to give them a
chance to see the sort of things

that Longwood has available. The
Admissions Office sent out flyers,
inviting 1000 instate students who
have been accepted, are
transferring or have pending
files. On Saturday morning, there
will be registration and academic
advising in the Gold and ABC
rooms. Guidance counselors
from all the high schools have
also been invited so don't be
surprised if you should see yours.
Now the fun stuff begins: game
competition for teams, couples or
individuals. How good are you at
an egg toss? A wheelbarrow
race? The obstacle course type
games should prove entertaining
and amusing to those who
venture out into a world of tires,
shaving cream and raw eggs."
There's a lot more where that
came from. There will be a $25.00
prize for the winner of the group
games as well as prizes for other
game winners.
All this activity should work up

Tabb And Ruffner Residents
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Mourn Death Of Squirrel
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The marked grave of Rebel

By TOM DeWITT
April 4, 1977 was rainy and a
very sorrowful day for those
students that knew the late
squirrel, "Rebel." Rebel, the
grey squirrel, had become an
affectionate personality in the
hearts of many on campus and it
was with sorrow and a degree of
seriousness that he was buried
April 4.
The time of the funeral was set
at 5:30 p. in., but it began at
approximately 5:45 because the
two gentlemen to issue the last
rights, Bill Breeden and Henry
Bear, were late coming back
from the funeral home across the
street from French Dormitory.
The service began by the
playing of Elton John's "Funeral
For A Friend" out of Tabb 113's
window with a multitude of
mourners gathered around the
flag-covered grave with the
immediate family, Tom Curtin
and Roy Wright sitting.
Bill Breeden and Henry Bear
followed the two pallbearers out
of the Infirmary door to the grave
where a Rebel flag was placed
over the resting squirrel. With
the conclusion of Elton John's
number, the service started.
Henry Bear issued the eulogy
that started out much like the
familiar one of Richard Pryor;
"We are gathered here today. ."

At the conclusion, Bill Breeden involved in the death of Rebel.
offered a prayer and Henry Bear Roy did not comment but left the
offered a little poem written just impression that an investigation
would be carried out.
for the occasion.
It was a sad day when Rebel
The flags that were covering
passed
on. The front campus had
the grave were then foled in a
lost
more
than an extra boarder
very militeristic fashion and
and
for
those
that were there the
presented to the weeping fathers,
day
Rebel
opened
his first eye,
Tom Curtin and Roy Wright.
and
climbed
his
first
tree, there
Following this action came a
three firecracker salute to this are now only memories, left to
heroic squirrel who had just you and a small, golden cross
successfully climbed his first tree under the dogwood tree in Tabb
to the top only the very day Circle.
before.
This marked the end of the
official service and most of the
crowd
dispersed.
Then,
surrounded by his closest friends,
PRESS
he was lowered into his final
resting place. Tom Curtin threw
on the first piece of sod and the
CONFERENCE
cross was put in place and
surrounded by flowers.
Afterwards, Tom was asked
how Rebel might have met his
TODAY
fate. Tom replied that he felt
Rebel had died of cold the night
before. Roy Wright, who was the
original father, had taken Rebel
away from the cat over Spring
12:45
Break. He was asked if he would
be able to adjust to Rebel not
clinging to his arm and crawling
GOLD ROOM
up his back as he walked to class.
Roy replied, "Sure, I'll miss the
critter." He was also asked if he
thought there was any foul play
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Sigma Phi Epsilon Activities

The Greeks Invite You
To Greek Week
By SANDY WILLIAMS
A very promising Greek Week
chocked full of both old and newevents is in store for the students
April 11 through 17. With the
exception of the banquet held on
Monday night, everyone, Greek
or not, is invited to participate in
the fun, games, and social
services.
Greek Week festivities began
last night with a banquet in
the lower dining hall where
three awards were given. The
Scholarship Award was received
by the sorority with the highest
cumulative average of initiated
members. The Panhellenic Merit
Award went to that sorority
whose Panhell representative
had the highest number of points
for doing her specified duties.

For the Greek Woman of the from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p. m. in the
Year Award, each sorority was to Commons Room when each
put up a candidate's qualif- sorority will provide skilled and
ications. On the basis of college practiced members for the Greek
activities and community Talent Show. This event is to be
services, a group from the judged by Dr. Peele, Ms. Custer,
administration staff chose a and three independent students.
winner without any prior
A social service of concern to
knowledge of the student's name the female students will be
or sorority.
Thursday's
Greek
Week
On Tuesday, an admission-free happening. From 6:45 p. m. to
coffee house in the ABC Rooms 10:30 p. m., Panhell is sponsoring
from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. the American Cancer Society
has been planned for the entire who will provide three area
student body. Entertainment doctors to give free self-breast
will be provided by Perry I.eo- examinations and free pap smear
pold who will be singing tests. Tabb classroom is the
contemporary listening music. location
of
the
breast
Both beer and cokes will be sold. examinations and the pap smear
Perhaps the most exciting tests will be given in the
entertainment of the week will infirmary.
take place on Wednesday night
Since Spring Week End and
Greek Week overlap, Panhell will
not be sponsoring anything as
such on Friday and Saturday.
Commit Thompson: Sculptor From Dry Bridge
However, they do plan to support
the mixer Friday night in the
lower dining hall and to actively
Paris Suite: In Mcmoriam Edith Piaf
participate in the competitive
(Continued on Page 3)

Films by Dr. Charlotte Schrader-Hooker
WCVK-TV, channel 23, Richmond
12 April, Tuesday

Help-Out

9:00p.m.

Needs Members

Longwood Business
Students Win Awards

Susan U'wis and Dianne Morris receive awards.
Three Longwood business
majors have received top awards
In State competition.
Susan Betts U»wis has been
elected President of the Virginia
State Chapter of Phi Beta
Unnbda, an organization for
collegiate business majors Her
term
of
office
begins
immediately and will continue
until April. 1978. Susan is a junior
business education major from
Richmond. The election was held
at the State Conference of PBI, in
Richmond April 1-2.
In other events of the week end,
LongWOOd business majors won
recognition as follows:
Patricia Kvans, Second Place,
Kxecutive Typist; Elaine Baird,
Third
Place.
Kxecutive
Secretary; Susan I^wis, Second
Place, Mary B. McGinty
Scholarship.
Khonda Biggins, a junior
business education major from
Richmond, was appointed State
Corresponding Secretary.
Dianne Morris, a sophomore
buisness administration major

from Phenix, placed first in the
Extemporaneous Speaking
event. Dianne will compete in the
national event in Denver in July.
Rhonda Knight, a junior
business education major from
Ashburn, was one of six students
from across the State named to
Who's Who in Phi Beta I-ambda.
Bhonda has served for the past
year as Vice President of the
longwood College PBL chapter
and State Recording Secretary.
The Ungwood PBL chapter
was recognized as having the
second largest membership in
the state.
Also attending the week end
conference were Doris Bradley,
Cynthia Chapman, Ianda Moore,
Claudia
Nuckols,
Robyn
Swartzwelder, Betsy Whidden,
and Kim Willis. Miss Sarah Ix>we
Thompson and Mrs. Frances
Hamlett. professors in the
Business
and
Economics
Department and co-advisers of
Ixmgwood's Phi Beta Lambda,
accompanied the group to
Richmond.

By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Help yourself and others bybecoming a member of the HelpOut Committee, whose chairman
is Kim Furbee. This committee
was formed a few years ago as a
branch of Legislative Board to
give the students and the
community aid when it was
needed. If someone has dire
financial difficulties, this is the
place to go for help. One of the
committee's first projects is to
donate money to a Farmville day
care tenter, which is having
trouble paying their winter fuel
bill.
The Committee plans to sell
cokes the Sunday of Spring Week
End at the Softball game and
later, at the concert. Kim Furbee
needs more people to help her run
this committee. Only six people
are currently on the Help-Out
Committee.
As of now. the Committee has
$300.00 in its budget, which is
enough to get it started, but more
money raising projects must be
started. Hopefully, there will be
two money making projects a
semester.
Kim says 'a little work will
help a lot." You never know when
you might need some help, so
help others. It is not hard to do.
Come out to the meeting
Wednesday, April 13 at 4:30 on
the 2nd floor of the Rotunda. Give
someone a helping hand.

SNACK BAR NEWS
This Week's
Special
Shrimp Bosket
FF Coleslaw
$

2.00

By CHRISTY PLANT
Sigma Phi Epsilon will
participate in a number of
activities to begin this week. The
fraternity plans to support the
Bloodmobile and will sponsor a
booth for Spring Week End. Other
projects to be supported include
the traditional "PITCH-IN"
where the men hope to clean up
needed areas and possibly help

local residents to paint their
homes. They will sponsor an
awards banquet on April 18 and a
Brothers and Dates Party on
April 23.
The newly elected officers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon are Larry
Medler, President; Shawn
Barrett, Vice-President; David
Funkhouser, Secretary; and
Chris Herring, Treasurer.

SUN COFFEEHOUSE
BARRY DRAKE
April 14

8-10:30

Apr.115
April 16

12-2:00
8-10:30

f-J^

TH£

SNACKBAR

Director Of Wesley Foundation

25 Years Of Service
By MARY LOUISE PARRIS
On April 17,1977 a very special
lady here on campus will be
honored with a tea for 25 years of
service,
counseling,
and
friendship to longwood and
Hampden-Sydney students. Her
name is Malinda Ayres and since
1952 she has been the director of
the Wesley Foundation.
Miss Ayres, originally from
Richmond, received her B. A. in
religious
education
from
Greensboro College, North
Carolina, in 1952. She had been
considering positions in churchrelated work in Danville and
Blackstone when she was
approached by Dr. Kenneth
Haddock, Farmville district
superintendent of the Methodist
Church and Dr. John W. Myers,
minister of the Farmville
Methodist Church then. They
asked her to become director of
the Wesley Foundation here at
longwood. "After much thought
and prayer. I agreed," said Miss
Ayres.
Thus began a busy life for Miss
Malinda Ayres at the Wesley
Foundation. "When I first came
the (Wesley Foundation) student
center was in the basement of an
old frame house," she said. She
added that the old house was on
the same site of the present
student center at 204 High Street.
When I came here we had only
about 600 students (on campus)
and now there's about 2200," she
said and then explained that the
percentage
of
students
participating in the activities and
programs of Wesley is much
better now. Activities and
programs have increased and
changed quite a bit to meet the
needs of Christian students. In
1952 there were two or three
activities a week at Wesley and
now there is something going on
at Wesley Monday through
Thursday, in addition to week end
coffeehouses, retreats and
Sundav School.
Has there been one outstanding
episode at Wesley during her
directorship?
"Yes,"
she
answers, "the day that this
building (the present Wesley
Student Center) became a
reality. I, along with Wesley's
Board of Directors, worked eight
to ten years to see that we had an
adequate, well-equipped place
where the students could come
use the facilities." In 1965 Miss
Ayres saw the new student center
completed.
Miss Ayres said that the
building was a physical

accomplishment. However, "the
thrilling opportunity or challenge
ot working with students,
individually and cooperatively"
has been a continous outstanding
experience for her since she
came here and in the process she
had made many lasting
friendships
(and all of her
friends affectionately call her
Malinda).
When asked about Wesley
Foundation's
role
and
relationship on campus, Miss
Ayres had these comments: "I
have found that the college
administration has always been
very cooperative with the Wesley
Foundation and all the church
groups. I feel the Wesley
Foundation has had its impact on
the campus life also through
programs and activities." She
said that the students involved
with Wesley have gotten a lot of
training
in
leadership;
leadership in church, on campus
and in the community. She
concluded by saying, "I would
hope students would feel that not
only Wesley Foundation but other
church groups, to be a very
intrical part of campus life."
Miss Ayres is and always has
been very involved with the
students here. She has counseled
students, helped them out, and
directed the Wesley Foundation
with students in mind. Miss
Ayres has taken part not only in
Wesley activities, but also in
many college functions. She is a
former Longwood student
herself. She received her Master
of Science and Education degree
here in 1960.
The Wesley Student Council
will be honoring Miss Ayres on
Sunday, April 17 from 2 p. m. - 5
p. m. at the Wesley Student
Center.
Any
students,
administration, or faculty
members who wish to join in
congratulating Malinda and
celebrating with her are invited
to come.

Sorority Jewelry
All Sororities

Cum bey
Jewelers
KARMVIl I r VIRGINIA
Your ArtCarved
Diamond Center

And Where Are You
Living Next Year?
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The rising sophomores stood
huddled in the hall with their
future
roommates
and
suitemates waiting for their
numbers to be called. The
number 183 was called out and a
hopeful suite of girls went into the
"C" Room to pick out their place
of residence for next year. There,
they discovered that there were
no more suites left and that only
eight single spaces were left. Two
of them, the owner of the 183 and
her "roommate" were allowed to
sign for a room. They were not
even able to room together, but
got separate rooms on the same
hall with complete strangers. The
other two, whose numbers were
much higher, did not even get a
room.
Genice Morgan is one of these
people. She waited for 2^ hours
in Lankford and got nothing.
"They should give sophomores
priority
over
incoming
freshmen," she said, referring to
the designated freshman floor in
Cox. She also feels that they
should not have accepted extra
freshmen with no place to house
them. Genice says she will be
living next year in "Iler Dorm."
Many of the separated
freshmen and those who have, as
yet, no rooms were very upset
and vocal. When asked her
opinion of what had taken place,
one freshman replied, "I'm so
upset that I'm afraid I might say
something I will regret." Another
thought, "This is so (expletive
deleted) stupid."
Denise Ehlers and Kris
Kamosky are without rooms and
feel that the men's floor in Cox
which is partially filled, should be
replaced as a female hall. They
believe new freshmen are getting
priority and should be tripled up.

Geist Sponsors
Bloodmobile

They "don't want to room with
someone they don't know."
"It wasn't well organized,"
Tammy White and Margie Bible
said about the draw. "Grade
Point Averages should be used"
in the sign-up process. This, they
feel, would make people work
harder. "The Freshman class is
at the end of everything and gets
what is leftover." They were able
to get a room, but were seperated
from their suitemates.
Says freshman, Linda Yeats,
"We all pay the same money so
some should not get what they
want while others do." Marie
Wattson, who does not have a
room yet, states that she does not
like the idea of homesteading.
"Everyone should have to fight to
get a room."
Pity poor number 663 (which
was the last number), whose
holder was Kim Walker. She had
wanted to suite with K. B.
Breimann, Linda Meadows, and
Lisa Hannum, whose lowest
number was 249. Needless to say,
they were separated. K. B. and
Linda were able to get put in a 3
girl room on 10th floor Curry
when some people erased their
names from it. That night they
went to see the room and
discovered it held only two desks
and has no shelf space. They feel
the room is not large enough for
three people. K. B. says she is not
going to last long up there
because she is afraid of heights.
Kim and Lisa did not get a room
at all after waiting for 2 hours
Jane Seufert is at the top of the
list of roomless students who
want to room in Wheeler. She
thinks she is "better off than
those who were randomly put in
rooms."

"It is a hassle and I just wasted
my time, "says a disgruntled
student with no room. Another
student, who was not able to room
with who she wanted, said, "We
put out our money but have no
choice. I'm mad."
Many students were turned
away from room draw because
their $60.00 deposit had not been
paid by their parents. Linda
Desiderio, 3rd floor South
Cunningham's Hall President,
had not paid so her whole suite
was unable to sign up. I jnda went
to ask Dean Swann if there was
any way for her to sign up since
she was certain that if a bill was
sent to her home, her parents
would have paid it. She was told
that some parents did not receive
bills, but without her fee paid, she
could not sign up for a room. She
then went back to her room and
returned with a check for $60.00,
but Dean Swann was not
authorized to accept it.
Therefore, her suite is without a
room. Linda says, "I sympathize
with Dean Swann," but she still
feels she should have been given
permission to sign up for a room.
Some alternate ideas for room
draw that freshmen have were
that people without roommates
should be put in rooms together,
leaving rooms available for two
people. One person felt that two
lotteries should be held — one for
those people without roommates
of suitemates and one for those
that have them. Then certain
floors should be singled out as
single room floors and some for
suites. They felt this way
everyone could get the type of
room they want. Some felt that if
room draw was held in the
auditorium people would be able

Petitions Ask For
Officer's Removal
BySTACEYSMITH

Geist will sponsor a
bloodmobile Thursday, April
14, 12:00-6:00 p.m. It will be
held in the ABC rooms and all
are asked to participate if they
meet the following criteria.
1) Must be between 18 and 66
years old
2) Must be 56 days between
donations
3) Must weigh at least 110
pounds
4) Never had jaundice or
hepatitis or been knowingly
exposed with the past 6
months
5) Must be at least 6 months
after having had ears pierced,
tatoos, or blood transfusions.
6) Never have had malaria
7) Not on oral antibiotics for
at least 2 weeks or antibiotics
by injection for at least 30
days (exception: small
maintenance doses for acne—
48 hours.)
Donors should eat before
donation—at least once in last
5 hours.
Six typists are needed per
hour between noon and 6 p. m.,
if interested contact Barbara
Lichford (box 574 or phone 3928407).
+Class, Sorority and
Fraternity Competition
— Prize!-!-
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On Tuesday, March 29, before
dinner a large group of students
were congregated on the
walkways, flower beds, and steps
outside of the dining hall. The
interest of the students was
attracted by the soliciting of
signatures for a petition, asking
for a re-election of Residence
Board Chairman.
A group of students were
circulating this petition because
they felt that the timing of the
election was poor, it was broken
up before and after Spring Break,
one of the candidates was well
known and one was not, there
were no campaign speeches, and
the student body was not well
informed on the issues. They feel
that this election was important
for Residence Board and the
election committee did not stress
its importance.
The petition did not state any
grounds as to why the students
wanted a re-election, and the
constitution does not allow for a
re-election. Therefore, the
petition was declared invalid by
the Elections Committee.
Tuedsay night a protest was
planned to show student body
support for a re-election. It was
broken up because the students
did not have a permit.
Representatives went to obtain a
permit but instead they decided
to have a meeting with the

administration.
Last Monday Dean Heintz, Dr.
Willett, Dr. Peale, Dr. Dalton,
Elections Committee
representatives.
Residence
Board representatives,
Legislative Board
representatives, and other
student representatives met in
the Banquet room. Dr. Willett
opened the meeting by stating
that the issues and problems
should be identified. Students
argued from a moral standpoint
that even though the handbook
does not contain a statement
requiring that reasons be spelled
out in such a case, it was only
right that reasons should be
stated.
Other students explained that
there were many reasons that
students wanted a re-election and
that each student had his own
specific reason. It was brought
out that students were upset
because they
were not
sufficiently notified about the
election.
The question was raised as to
what can be done when the
majority of the student body
wants a student out of office. Dr.
Willett referred to the procedures
in the student handbook on page
42.
The meeting ended with no
solution, except that the issues
were exposed and the proper
procedures were stated for a
removal of a student from office.
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Photo by Nancy Cosirr
"It's already taken."
to hear their number and no one
will sign up before they should
The general concensus is that
the rising sophomores are not
pleased with what happened on
April 5. Many feel that since a lot
of them did not get rooms with

whom they wanted, that there
will be a great deal of moving
around next semester. They
believe that those people without
rooms will be housed, but the\
are uncertain where and with
whom they will be placed.

There Will Be Rooms
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Dean Terri Swann states that
there are 52 students without a
room. Probably the total is
higher, though, because some
students still have not paid their
room fees. Vacancies will be
made by those students who have
been chosen as Resident
Advisors, along with any
roommates they have, PreProfessionals who will be
transferring and other students
who will not be returning to
Ixmgwood. By May 1, all those
students who want their room
deposits refunded will have
requested them. The college also
will be hearing from students
who decide not to return
throughout the summer. When a
vacancy occurs, Dean Swann
consults the waiting list
according to what dormitory it is
in. Then she asks the student if
she would like to live in the
available room. If the student
does not, she asks the next
individual on the list.
The problem of roommate
separations was caused by
upperclassmen without
roommates. Anyone who knows
they wish to change roommates
should get together with those
who "they have been assigned to
and see if something can be
arranged. If an agreement is
reached, all of the involved
parties must go to Dean Swann
for the proper procedures. This
will save the administration and
students time and energy next
fall.
This is the first year since Dean
Swann has been in charge of
housing that shortage of rooms
has occurred, but she says that
there will be no one tripled up
unless certain students want to
have three in a room.
It is true that the male halls in
Frazer and Cox are only partially
filled. Dean Swann asserts that it
is necessary to keep these
openings available for male
transfer students. Female

transfers are just assigned to
vacancies in the female dormitories, but males have to have,
certain places set aside. She feels
that the male transfers should
exceed the vacancies.
To the best of Dean Swann s
knowledge, all the parents were
sent bills from the business
office, except for seniors, who are
not graduating and maybe a
couple other exceptions. The bills
which have not reached their
destinations, must have been lost
in the mail.
Dean Swann is optimistic about
the rooming situation and feels
that everyone, including all the
freshman for next year, will be
housed adequately.

Greek
Week
(Continued from Page 2)
games held on Saturday.
Sunday will bring the Greek
sponsored picnic to be held on
Stubbs Mall from 5:30 to 6:30 for
everyone to attend. Sorority
displays will enhance this event
as will the Longwood Disk
Jockey, Kim Nichols, who will be
playing records.
Ix)ngwood's newest sorority,
AKA, will be actively involved in
the week's activities and Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity, while not
affiliated with the Panhellenic
Council, has been invited to
participate.
At the Geist Recognition
Assembly, a Social Service
Award will be given to that
sorority having the highest
percentage of its members who
supported Thursday's breast and
pap smear tests. Also, at this
time, from a previously
established point system, the
winning Greek Week Sorority will
be named.
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Statement FromResidence
Board Chairman
In response to "Male Student
Threatens' Residence Board
Chairman" in the April 5 issue of
the Rotunda, Mary Meade
Saunders has issued the following
statement.
On Friday, March 25, 1977, I
received a phone call from Miss
Marshall, Head Resident of
Frazer, asking me to come to
Frazer because she believed
there were more girls on second
floor Frazer than were signed in.
I got in touch with Cindy Sanders,
an officer of Residence Board,
and we went over. We spoke to
Miss Marshall; then we went
upstairs. This was around 10:25
p.m. When we got off the elevator
on second floor, we asked the
girls we saw if they were signed
in and Ihey responded. We saw a
guy with a liquor bottle out in the

hall. I told him that he wasn't
supposed to have the bottle. I
asked him his name and he gave
it to me and told me he wasn't a
Ixwigwood student and that he
wasn't visiting a I.ongwood
student. I explained the college
rules concerning alcoholic
bef erages to him. No attempt was
made to enter any room on the
second floor Frazer.
Cindy and I then left and went
back to Miss Marshall's office.
While in Miss Marshall's office,
with a number of other people, I
was approached by Billy Rogers,
who told me not to mess with his
friends, and if I was going to
check rooms, that I should check
his and that he would get my tail
even if I had a search warrant
from Dr. Willett. When he left, he
turned around and once more
said that he would get my tail.
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Student Government
Questioned
By TWINKIE PLANT
The problems exploding on the
l/jngwood campus, as is pointed
oui almost daily by someone or
other, should be a matter of
concern to all students, however
hopelessly complicated.
The present standards at this
college are contradictory to the
needs and wants of the student
Ixxly The handbook is a perfect
example. On page 40, Article IV,
the
Student
Government
Association Constitution states
'hat official duties for board
officers 'begin immediately
upon installation." However, in
the last election this was not the
case The installation was looked
upon as a formality and the board
member was given the
responsibilities of the elected
position upon winning the
election This has started
questions in the back of many
minds as to whether or not the
person was used by the
administration
Another example is found on
pag.- 4! under Article VII. It
siaYs i:ide»- recall that Any
otfi.tr .i the Association or the
three Ixiards shall be relieved of
official duties if one-tenth of the
student body petitions for the
release of the said officer and a
two-thirds majority of the student
body voting is carried to relieve
this officer of official duties." It
does not state that specific
reasons must be stated on the
petition as to why the officer
should be relieved. This has been
challenged by students as a
petition carrying well over the
one-tenth needed was considered
invalid because the petition
contained no reasoning for
removal of the officer. Students
signed the petition for their own
reasons just as they will elect a
person to office for their own
reasons. Personal reasoning has
no need to be questioned. The
Constitution as well as all aspects
of the handbook needs to be
updated, and completely revised.
At the present the student
handbook should be burned if
people continue to disregard
what it has to say. The examples
above clearly show that if certain
people have the power to change
these things without turning to
the student body for support and
comment, how can students use
the handbook efficiently if

present situations arise only to
find fault in what the handbookrepresents?
If prospective students
received the present handbook
with applications to attend
l-ongwood, how many of them
would really apply? Students no
longer want a college to act as a
babysitting service when they
are adults in the eyes of society.
Ihey are looking for a school that
will enable them the freedom to
live as they choose. If students
aren't ready to be treated as
adults they shouldn't be here
pretending that they are.
What if a large number of
frustrated students transferred
at the last minute and all at one
time? Where would Ix>ngwood
College be9 Is that the last
possible direction action to make
i he people who run this college
open their eyes to the changes so
desperately needed?
The present modes allow
members
of the student
government to act as puppets
dangling
between
the
administration, the student body
and the system that we are all
exposed to on this campus. It
should be entitled "the screw
system". Trite rules are being
broken all over campus but the
students who get caught are
usually turned in by students who
dislike them. Is this really fair to
the few given twenty-four hours
in which to turn themselves in?
The "screw system" involves
more cases of girl turning in girl
than any other on campus. The
male students don't seem to have
a part in advocating this system
which shows that perhaps they
haven't been brainwashed yet.
Another factor comes to mind...if
you are a well-liked student you
have it made. Break all the rules
you want, only your enemies or
someone looking for trouble will
bother to turn you in.
It is understandable for
students who did not realize the
situation to be uninvolved. But
now that they know, will they
stand up and do something or will
they continue to sit back while
their rights are being abused?
Apathy is the students fault and if
more people became involved
apathy would not stamp out the
possibilities for changes on this
(Continued on Page 5)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Quote In Context
"Longwood's own Mr. Woods"
has been justly hoist with his own
petard by reporter Sandy
Williams, who quotes him as
giving this advice to young
writers: "Don't even bother. It
isn't worth it!" The quote is
accurate, but the context that
should have indicated that the
remark was made in jest is
utterly missing. I've been a
working writer for fifteen years;
it's worth it.
William C. Woods

No Re-election
Dear Editor:
Regarding the election held on
March 23, I feel absolutely
certain that this election was as
well publicized as any previous
one, and no one has complained
before. Notices were printed in
the daily bulletin and a banner in
the Dining Hall announced the
Press Conference for the
candidates, which certainly
signified an election. Election
Committee can only announce
the elections, they can not lead
the students to the polls by the
hand and command them to vote.
The students are grown up
enough to be able to read notices
and to figure out for themselves
that when a person resigns, such
as Sara Jo, from a top school
position, then another election
will probably be held.
More voters participated in this
election than in any other one this
year. For the first time, the
petitions to run, explaining the
views of the candidates and with
a picture of them on it, were
placed on all the balloting tables.
They also hung in the new
Smoker for several days.
When I went around through
my dormitory to enlist people's
help in working at the polls, I was
appalled to discover that very
few of my fellow students had
paid any heed to the election
announcements and did not even
realize that Sara Jo had resigned. That night and the day
of the election, I tried to pass by
word of mouth that there was an
election. So many people
responded with an apathetic "so
what;" and "I don't want to vote

because I don't know who is
running." This lack of knowledge
is their own fault.
The election was carried out
and those interested in voting for
their choice as Residence Board
Chairman did so, with the result
that Mary Meade was duly
elected. I cannot see holding new
elections just because a fraction
of the students do not approve of
who won. Where were these
students when elections were
held? They had their chance to
vote for their choice as chairman.
Mary Meade has not yet even
had a chance to show what she
will do in this office. There is no
possible way in which any one
single person can yield undue
power in any school office. There
are to many checks. Major
decisions go through most of the
boards, the Board of Visitors, and
the Administration. Mary Meade
should not be subjected to unfair
judgements.
If people are displeased with
the results of this election, let
them be more aware of the next
one and be certain to VOTE!
Sincerely,
Debbie Northern

Eyewitness
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on the
incident that occurred between
Mary Meade Saunders and Billy
Rogers on the night of March 25.1
work at the desk in Frazer dorm
and was there when Billy came
down to the main office to
confront Mary Meade Saunders.
The chairman of Residence
Board claims that she was
"threatened" that night, but in
my opinion she overreacted to the
incident.
Billy Rogers, being blunt and
outspoken, stands up for his
rights and the rights of others.
Billy felt that Mary Meade had
infringed upon the rights of all of
second floor, and he told her in no
uncertain terms. No profanity
was used, and in fact the worst
thing said was, "I'm going to get
your tail." I know, as many
others also know, that worse
things are said between girls
everyday here on campus.
I fail to understand why Mary
Meade Saunders ran for this
office if she cannot withstand the

smallest amount of pressure.
That was her first encounter with
Billy, and it could have been far
worse. Will Mary Meade run to
the administration shaking all
over everytime she encounters a
problem with the males at this
school? Fortunately, Billy is not
the only student here that takes
up for himself, so Mary Meade
better be prepared for students
that cause real problems for her.
Billy Rogers in no way
threatened
Mary
Meade
Saunders' life, and I think the
student body should know this. If
Mary Meade runs to the
administration everytime her
pride is hurt, she has no business
holding any office.
Karen Moore

Lots Of Luck
Dear Editor:
In respect to the situation of
I xingwood College going co-ed I
wish to make a few comments.
I have lived at Ix)ngwood off
and on for the past ten months,
and in this time I have met many
people, made some new friends,
and learned much both in and out
of the class room.
Within the past few years
several single-sexed colleges
have gone co-ed, and are now
quite popular. I feel Longwood
has this same potential;
however, I also feel Longwood
will never make it with the way it
is going now.
Longwood did not want to go coed, but was forced to by HEW,
and for this reason is not putting
out 100 per cent effort which at
times like this it needs to. The
administration here is trying too
hard to keep Longwood the same
old State Female Normal School.
What I believe Longwood must
do is (1) get rid of some of the
archiac, assanine rules, and let
the students live (2)(replace
positions in the administration
starting with the dean of students
(3) go co-ed with 100 per cent
enthusiasm
and
(4)
throw "Longwood College
Policy" out the window.
Now I would just like to wish
Longwood the best of luck,
because the way things are going
luck is the only thing that is going
to do any good.
Jubal Ackerson
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The Birth Of "Bluegrass Blues
By TWINKIE PLANT
If you're ready for some
footstompin' and handclappin;
then you're ready for Spring
Weekend featuring for the first
time at Longwood "The
Bluegrass Blues."
The band consists of six young
talented men from Augusta
County who enjoy singing
bluegrass music. They are Dale
Roller, Nick Collins, Donn
Meyerhoeffer, Mike Western,
Kenny Nicholas and Charlie
Mason.
According to Charlie Mason,
"The band started when we were
in high school together, except
Dale. Nick, Donn, Mike and I
would fool around with songs,
harmonizing to old barbershop
quartets, gospel, and choir songs.
Several of us played guitars and
accompanied on some numbers.
We would get together at lunch
and just 'pick'n grin.' Then Dale
brought his banjo to school and
played with us. Soon we started
playing at each other's houses
and our choir director asked us to
do a few songs on choir programs
to add variety."
"After a month of playing
together, people began to want us
for entertainment at small club

banquets. With a small amplifier,
two small speakers and four
microphones we performed at
banquets in our area. As the
invitations increased we decided
to think with a more serious
attitude. We invested in a better
sound system, built better
speakers and began to sing along
the Shenandoah Valley, from
Washington, D. C, to towns near
Bistol. Our repertoire included
bluegrass favorites, some gospel,
a few country-rock songs along
with originals that we had
written."
One of the first songs written by
members of the group was "On
My Way Home," a slow countrytype song about returning from
the hustle and bustle of the city,
to the open air and beautiful life
of the country. Another was a
novelty song about the trials and
tribulations of chewing tobacco,
thus "Chewing Tobacco Blues."
Dale also wrote a few banjo
instrumentals, "Roller Special"
and a song that is very flexible in
style, "Cat and the Turpentine."
"About a year after writing
these songs and having saved all
of the money we earned singing,
we decided to record an album.
With Dale going to Virginia Tech,
Nick at VMI, Donn and I seniors

in high school, and Mike working,
it was hard to get ready. Finally
after much arguing the pros and
cons it was decided we would do it
over Christmas break. After two
weeks of solid practicing (even
on Christmas Eve) we recorded
our first album entitled 'Pickin'
To Beat the Devil.' We sell our
album in area stores and where
we sing."
The Bluegrass Blues Band has
performed at Kings Dominion,
Virginia Tech, Bridgewater
College and at a number of
bluegrass festivals. The singers
complement each other's skills
respectively and their new tunes
fit somewhere in between the
country and pop formats.
"We are shifting in style now
from strict bluegrass to
contemporary bluegrass and
adding easy rock, some Marshall
Tucker, Pure Prairie league,
Eagles, and Charlie Daniels
Band."
The band will perform a picnic
concert on Saturday, April 16, at
Wheeler Mall from 12 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. If you find yourself smiling
and wanting to "get down on
some flatfootin' "... it's just a
case of bluegrass blues!

Art Show Coming Soon To H-S
Reprinted with permission
from the Tiger
ByDAVECLOUGH
Hampden-Sydney will be the
site of one of the most elaborate
art showings ever to come to this
part of the state next week end,
April 15 and 16. The show, which
is being brought to the campus
through much effort and expense
will display the works of seven of
the most talented sculptors in the
area, all of whom have had shows
in Richmond, Washington, and
New York as well as some who
have taken and shown their
works abroad.
Conway
Thompson
of
Longwood College will be
displaying some of her works at
the show. Ms. Thompson works
primarily in stone and wood but
will be displaying only some of
her wood sculptures.
Jack Witt from RandolphMacon College will display his
different variations of bronze
metal work. Nancy Witt, Jack's
wife, will also be displaying a
somewhat different medium in
her sculpted and shaped
canvases. Although she is
primarily a painter, she has
made usage of both mediums in
her works.
Another new form to be
displayed is the work of Jane
Morais. Ms. Morais, from the
Maryland Institute of Art has
undergone work in what may be
termed "soft sculpture." She will
display a group of works stuffed
with different materials which
she has collected. She creates a
variety of works such as floor
designs, bed covers and dolls.
Demetrios Mauroudis will be
there in two capacities. He will be
displaying his work as well as
demonstrating his talent by
undertaking spontaneous
sculpture during the show. He
works with a variety of metals
and a welding machine. He also
works with clay which is what he
will be working in during the
show.
Joe Seipel of Virginia
Commonwealth University has
several very large pieces of
plastic sculpture which will be
displayed outdoors. The last
artist is Gertrude Shook. Ms.

Shook is a local resident coming,
with her works, from Keysville.
She makes textile hangings and
large rnacrame wall coverings.
The displays will be shown
from 2:00 p.m. on Friday
afternoon until 3:00 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon. All of the
artists will be around to talk to
visitors about their work and
some of the art will be on sale.
Most of the displays will be on the
inside of Parents and Friends
while some of the larger works
will be out in the front of Venable.
On Friday afternoon there will
be a film by Charlotte SchraderHooker, shown in the Parents and
Friends Ixiunge which is related
to different ideas going on in the
world of art; specifically...you
guessed it, sculpture. In the
evening there will be a discussion
from 7:30 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.,
also in the Parents and Friends
I-ounge.
Saturday there will be a free
picnic in front of Venable and
another opportunity for everyone
to talk with the different artists.
This event, although it has not
been given much limelight till
now, should prove to be one of the
best special attractions to come
to
Hampden-Sydney.
I
wholeheartedly suggest that
everyone take time to visit the
show. Besides, it might be
interesting to see a different side
of
the
Hampden-Sydney
community.

Student
Government
(Continued from Page 4)
campus. Student Government
should not be turning their backs
to students who desire change
and are willing to work for it. The
Student Government should act
as a "government" keeping their
eyes and ears open in order to
find out where the students are
and what bothers them.
According to Jerry Farber in a
book concerning the rights of
students "The student movement
is full of surprises. Stupid ironfisted tactics used by Student
Government and Administrators
can transform a very sleepy
campus into a hot spot". Is this
Longwood College?
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Charlie Mason of Bluegrass Blues

Dance Company Performs
With Grace And Sophistication
By DEBBIE MOUL
Once again, the longwood
College Company of Dancers
performs with grace and
sophistication, fervor in every
movement. Opening night of
their Spring Concert proved
successful as the girls, clad in
various colored tights, leotards
and loose-flowing garments filled
the stage with dramatic
movement as well as brisk
energetic capering.
This year's concert was
dedicated to the graduating
seniors of the company, Susann
Smith, Sandy Williams, Beth
Tomlinson, Nancy Milan and
Anmarie Nemetz. This concert
was really theirs because they
had choreographed the dances.
The company decided on Easter
weekend to perform so the idea
arose to try something liturgical
for Easter, to comment on the
dancer's feelings of mourning
and rejoicing. The first scene,
"Celebration," consisted of five
religious songs, the dancers
reacting with graceful and
reverent
motions,
true
expressions of feeling. The
choreographers of these five

dances were Nancy Milan. Beth
Tomlinson, Carol Henry. Sandy
Williams and Susann Smith and
Andrea Harkness.
The second scene actually had
nothing at all to do with Easter. A
lot of creativity and originality
was used to create these dances.
Sandy Williams choreographed a
dance to music by David Bowie, a
seemingly difficult task, but
nevertheless quite entertaining
and energetic. The following
dance could only be described as
bizarre and undoubtedly
abstract. The performers were
clad in odd clothing, headdresses,
many odds and ends attached to
their bodies. The music or rather
the many sounds that they
danced to were merely sounds
that could be made with the
mouth, typical yet extraordinary.
The last dance of the set started
off with the smooth, mellow voice
of Jacqui Singleton and soon
combined with the graceful
movements of the dancers, a
splendid combination.
The last scene of the program
was entirely devoted to the death
and the resurrection of Christ,
pertaining to Easter. Elton

CBS Special

"The Amazing Howard Hughes"
By BRIDGET SCHERZ
This week, the CBS network
will present "The Amazing Howard Hughes," a profilic
postmortem of the building of the
Hughes financial empire and the
grotesque, self-nurtured decay of
the man who lived in chronic
seclusion within it. The
phenomenon of the Hughes
mystique is, in many ways, an
example of a type of scarcity in
the economics of human interest,
his fetishistic insistence on
absolute privacy actually created
a public curiosity, and
consequent
demand,
for
information about him.
Tommy Lee Jones and El
Flanders star in this special,

based on Noah Dietrich and Bob
Thomas' book of the same name,
that attempts to peer through the
cardboard covered windows of
Hughes' later years to a time of
financial beginnings, speculative
ventures in folm-making, golf,
aviation and Hollywood starlets
and the record-breaking world
flight in 1938. Noah Dietrich was
a longtime associate of Hughes'
and Bob Thomas is a seasoned
Hollywood correspondent for the
Associated Press. The four hour
production,
adapted
for
television by John Gay, will be
presented in two two-hour
segments on Wednesday and
Thursday nights (April 13 and 14)
between 9 and 11 o'clock.

John's Funeral for a Friend
was indeed perfect music fur this
dance, the mourning «if the dam'
crs for the crucifixion of ( hnsi
was evident through then lung
gradual motions, gestures
Indicating grieving and sorrow
The dancers were clad in black
leotards and tights .Hid
seemingly blood-colored ragged
shrouds, perfect for such an
event and certainly signifying the
darkness and coldness of death
Susann Smith choreographed his
dance Then without a moment's
hesitation, the stage was alive
with capering, joyful dancers in
bright
leotards
he
Resurrection. Rut all too nun,
just as the audience was beginning to experience the joy
that the dancers were exhibiting,
the concert ended
The company will be sad to see
these exceptionally talented
seniors leave for they have
contributed so much What are
their plans for the future as far as
dancing is concerned'.' If this
(Continued on Page 8)
Film Award
Dr. Hooker's film, Conway
Thompson: Sculptor From
Dry Bridge, has been
awarded the CINF Golden
Eagle, which is the top
award given by the Council
on
International
Nontheatrical Events, a
division of the U. S.
Information Agency. The
Golden Eagle Certificate is
given "as evidence of (the
film's)
suitability
to
represent the United States
and
American
cinematography
in
international film festivals
abroad." CINE will place the
film in eligible festivals
throughout the world during
the coming year, and awards
will be presented at the
Annual Awards Ceremonies
in Washington, D. C, next
December.
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A Day Of Joy
Last week Kappa Delta and Lambda Chi combined efforts
to make Easter special for a lot of youngsters. Below, children
follow leader Peggy Brown. Right, a youngster finds the company
of Day Jordan.

Photo by Lori Felland
(rail Fair A l li.Va.

Kaliedescope Of Crafts
The fifth annual Statewide ranging from custom designed
Virginia (rafts Council Craft hand bags, traveling cases, and
Fair *77 is being held April 15-17 belts to hand-carved and tooled
at
University
Hall
in backgammon boards and wall
('harlot tesville. The fair is open: clocks will be exhibited along
Friday. April 15
10 a.m. to 8 with a selection of contemporary
p.lli . Saturday. April Hi — 10 a.- and traditional wooden furniture.
m io8p in .andSunday. April 17 Mouth blown glass, stained glass,
carved lucite, wooden toys,
noon io 5 p.m.
University Hall is locaied on handmade dulcimers and banjos,
Route 29, I'.inmet Street, just broomcraft and fiber weaving,
north of Route 250, University and braided wax candles are
among the many items available
Avenue
< raft Fair 77 is a juried show. in this alternative marketplace.
Two blacksmiths, representing
Ovci 70 professional craftspeople
from \ iigiiua. West Virginia, both the traditional and
schools
of
Icnnessee. Maryland, and North contemporary
' arolina have been selected to handworked iron, will exhibit
participate from among the their work along with several
main applications received by metal sculptors.
tin V(Y Standards Committee.
Mountain artisans from the
I-.xamples of some of the best in well known Holston Mountain
built
traditional
and Arts and Crafts Cooperative will
contemporary crafts will be present a full display of the
available to fair visitors
colorful quilts, toys, and wooden
A wide variety of ceramics carvings that are part of the
ranging from Indian-fired Southwestern Virginia mountain
stoneware and hand-painted heritage.
In addition to individual
porcelain to clay sculpture in
both functional and nonfunctional displays.
a
well-rounded
forms will be displayed. Designer demonstration program in over
craftspeople working in 14k gold, 15 different media categories is
sterling silver, brass, copper, and scheduled to run hourly
using clay beads and numerous throughout the three days.
precious and semi-precious Demonstrations in enameling,
stones will offer many unique spinning, and weaving are among
pieces of jewelry and small those which should prove
objects such as pillboxes and educational
as well
as
thimbles.
entertaining for visitors of all
llandwoven shawls, pillows, ages.
coverlets, and decorative wall
(rafts Fair 77 is the first
hangings of natural materials major spring fair in Virginia
and varying textures are where designer craftspeople and
indicative of the multiple mountain artisans gather to
approaches to weaving. The craft display and sell their winter's
of batik is well represented by the work.
Admission is $1.50 for adults,
work of several exhibitors. Their
pillows, hangings, bags, and 75c for children, students, and
wearables are often additionally senior citizens. Children under
highlighted with decorative six admitted free. School groups
stitching and hand-painting. are also admitted free on Friday,
Examples of needlework, natural the 15th, and special group rates
vegetable dyed and hand spun for clubs and organizations are
yarns, and macrame furniture available. For more information,
reflect the diversity of scope contact: Mary Maher, Fair
within the textile and fiber Manager, Route 1, Box 44A,
North Garden. Va. 22959 (804)
media.
Contemporary leatherwork 295-0264.

Photo by Lori Felland

Master Dance (.lass Offered

Murray Spalding Dance Theatre
To Perform At U.Va.
The Murray Spalding Dance
Theatre will present two concerts
in Charlottesville April 15 and 16.
Both performances will be at 8
p.m. in Venable School
Auditorium, 14th Street. The
programs, which will differ, will
both offer a variety of modern
dance
solos
and
duets
choreographed by Ms. Spalding.
Ms. Spalding and her company
travel frequently. They have
appeared in Washington, D.C.,
Baltimore, Denver, Philadelphia,
and most recently in California.
They have also performed in
Mexico City at the Ballet
Folklorica Theatre.
The company is based in
Washington, D.C. where Ms.
Spalding heads a studio which
offers classes in modern dance
technique, improvisation, Hatha
Yoga, and T'ia Chi Chuan, an

Oriental martial art she
incorporates
into
her
choreography.
Ms. Spalding, who started
ballet lessons at the age of four,
discovered modern dance while
at Sarah I^awrence College. After
receiving B.A. and M.A. degrees
in dance there, she went on to
New York City to study at the
Martha Graham Studios, and at
the Robert Joffrey and American
Ballet Theatre schools.
Her study of Yoga and T'ia Chi
Chuan are more recent. They
reflect her continuing and
widening interest in forms of
disciplined movement,
particularly that based on breath
control rather than muscular
tightness.
Combining these forms of
movement in unexpected ways is
part of the basis of Ms. Spalding's

Time Announces
Photo Contest
Images of Time. Past. Present
and Future is the theme for a
national photography contest
announced this week by Time
Magazine Publisher Ralph P.
Davidson.
A grand prize of $1,000 will be
awarded for the best photograph
of nature, people, places, events
or objects by an amateur
photographer, in color or black
and white. Second prize is $500
and three third prize winners will
receive $250 each. Honorable
mentions will receive the Life
Library of Photography.
Prize-winning photographs will
be selected by a panel of judges
consisting of world-renowned
photographer
Alfred

Eisenstaedt, former White House
photographer David Kennerly
and I^ee Jones, editor of Magnum
Photos. The winning photographs
will be published in a special
advertising
section
on
photography entitled
"Photography: The Universal
language" in Time's November
18, 1977 issue.
Details of the photography
contest were announced in the
April issue of Time. Deadline for
entries is September 1, 1977.
For contest information or
entry forms, write to : Marilyn
Maccio, Time Magazine, Time &
Life Building, Rockefeller
Center, New York, New York
10020.

choreography. She juxtaposes
elements so that the audience will
see each part differently because
of the particular combination.
She uses music in a similar way.
Her most recent works involve
audio tape collages. Ms. Spalding
composes these from recordings
of the sounds which best express
the varied moods of a piece.
'That Last Dance," to be
performed Friday night, will
present Ms. Spalding on her
partner Sid Miller moving to a
collage of "America the
Beautiful" and "Those were the
Days," both rearranged in waltz
time.
Ms. Spalding, who will teach
modern dance technique next fall
at McGuffy Dance Center, will
offer a master class in modern
dance for all levels Saturday,
April 16 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Memorial Gym, UVA. Tickets in
advance are $4.50, admission at
the door will be $5.50. Tickets for
the concert are $3.00 and will be
available at the door. For
information about the concerts or
master class, call 293-6710.

Class Elections
Thurs, Apr. 14
9-7
Rotunda
&

Snack Bar
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Varsi/ v Defeatetl

J.V. Lacrosse

The Longwood Lacross team
traveled to Bridgewater College
on April 9. The varsity team
played their best offensive and
defensive game of the season.
They kept the ball on the attack
for the greater part of the game
and got more shots on goal than
Bridgewater,
but
their
opponent's goalie did a fine
defensive job by keeping us from
scoring all but one goal. Terry
Donahue scored our only goal.
The final score was 6-1, which
meant another L.C. loss, but the
score is not indicative of the
accurate passes and great hustle
shown by Ixmgwood or how
evenly matched the teams were.

Miss Huffman, the L.C. coach
was most happy with her Easter
gifts and felt that her teams
performed magnificently.
The J.V. team, most of which is
composed of players who have
never played lacrosse before,
took their game 6-2. Scoring were
Katie Trainor with 2, Linda Eagle
with 3, and Diane "Nick"
Nickelson with 1. The J.V's
offense drove past the defenders
of Bridgewater and were able to
get good shots to score.
Our goal keepers were able to
stop several shots. Suzanne Ashe
stopped 13 shots and Debbie Fore
stopped 17. Both teams played
well offensively and defensively.
Their next game is against
Westhampton on April 13 at 3:30.
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Takes Bridgewater
By DEBBIE NORTHERN

THE ROTUNDA,

With Two Additional Wins,
Tennis Team 6-0
By BENNIE SHAW
The Ixmgwood College Tennis
Team raised its season record to
6-0 this past week by defeating
Averett College and Roanoke
College by the identical scores of
9-0. Longwood defeated Averett
on a very windv. chilly day

without the services of team
captain Gwen Koechein and cocaptain Dee Donnelly, however,
both players were available for
play against Roanoke. Coach
Harriss said she was very happy
with the way the team was
playing and hopes the winning
way continues.

din?

The winning way for the tennis
team at Longwood should
continue for years to come as the
team consists of one junior,
Diane
Lowman;
four
sophomores, liwen Koechlein.
Dee Donnelly, Mary Barrett, and
Diane Harwood; and four
freshmen. Teresa Mclxiwhorn.
Penny Stephens. Margie Quarles
and Jill Bacchien. The team will
have a home match Wednesday
with ODU and will leave
Thursday for the state
tournament being held at U.Va.

Longwood To Host

HELP!
The Rotunda

Archery Tournament
By DEBBIE NORHTHERN
The last two Archery
competitions
have
been
cancelled, but on April 9, the
team went to Madison to compete
against VPI&SU, Brooklyn
College, Atlantic County College,
and Madison.
On April 19, the VFISW
Tournament will be held at
longwood. Ms. Custer and the
Longwood Archery Team
Manager, Melissa Crick, are
making preliminary plans. It will
be a
National
Archery
Association sanctioned six goal
tournament. Competing in the
Tournament will be five colleges.
Longwood, Madison,
Westhampton, Bridgewater, and
Hampton Institute. The double
Kaston 600 Competition will be
held on Barlow Field and starts
at 10:00 a.m.

First place trophies will go to a
womens team (top three archers
from the same college) and a
mixed team (top two men and
two women from a college).
Individual medals will go to the
first, second, and third place
winners in both the women's and
men's division. A luncheon will
be held for the participants in the
Dining Hall that day.
For Longwood to go to
Nationals this year, they must
finish 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in State or
Regional
Championships.
Individuals competing must also
be in one of the top three positions
in these Tournaments or have
shot an All American score in a
college shoulder to shoulder
meet. Nationals will be held at
Madison College May 12-14,
where there will be two NAA 900s
and a FITA
(MIDDLE
DISTANCES!. All participants
must belong to the NAA or be
registered amateur archers.

needs
sports writers,
sports news
and
intramurals news!
Photo by Nancy Cosier
John Wayne, H»>n. >rar\ Crusade CIh.nrni.ii

Ladies Golf
Undefeated
By DEANNA VANWEY
Last
week
Longwood's
Women's golf team won their
second tri-meet of the season.
Playing against William and
Mary and the University of New
York at Brock port, at Kingsmill
Golf Club in Williamsburg,
Ixmgwood only lost six points all
day.
Intercollegiate golf-is played by
a medal play, nassau type
scoring. Each player gets a point
for winning the front nine, a point
for winning the back nine, and a
point for winning the total
eighteen. The total number of
points each player can get is
three, then the total points won by
each team decides the winner of
the match.
Against William and Mary,
Ixmgwood won 94 out of a
possible 12 points. Against the
University of New York,
Longwood won 84 out of a
possible 12 points. The University
of New York also beat william
and Mary 7-5.
All the Longwood players did
very good. Their next match is
this week end, at Madison.

Fencing Team
At Nationals
By DEANNA VANWEY
The
49th
National
Intercollegiate Fencing
Championship was held at
Madison College last week.
Colleges and universities from all
parts of the country, including
Ixmgwood. This is the biggest
tournament held in the United
States for intercollegiate fencers
and
it
was
a
great
accomplishment for the team to
get there.
During the championships,
Ixmgwood beat all the other
Virginia teams attending, and
came in, in 29th place. San Jose
State won the championship,
losing only 3 out of 116 bouts the
whole week end. This is San
Jose's fourth year of taking the
championship.
Longwood's Team fenced
strong, experienced teams and
proved themselves to be very
strong, also. Keep it up.

Maybe we'll
cure cancer
without your help
but don't bet
your life on it.
We want to cure cancer in your lifetime.

American Cancer Society
Thil ■.:.
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Legislative Board

Alma Mater Lyrics
Needed
By DEBBIE WEBB
First we want to remind
everyone of the Press Conference
this afternoon at 12:45. The
main topic of discussion will be
open house hours. Everyone is
urged to attend to express views
and ask questions.
For the last few weeks,
Legislative Board has been
reviewing proposals made by
Residence Board for changes in
the handbook. They will be made
public at a later date.
The alma mater is out-of-date
and now is the time to do
something about it. Any current
I/mgwood Student can write a 2
verse alma mater and turn it into
the Music Department by April
15 The entries will be recorded
by numbers, no names. Here's a
chance to change a little bit of
Longwood'fl history.
Important—legislative Board
meetings have been moved to
6:30 instead of 7:00. They are still

in the Reading Rooms on Monday
nights—only change—6:30.
At this point, Iongwood still
doesn't have a nickname. Five
names were turned in to the
Board of Visitors to be voted on,
and all were turned down. We will
begin soon attempting to come up
with a suitable nickname.
Remember all the questions
and comments raised at the
campus-wide dorm meetings
held earlier this semester? You
may rest assured that the
questions were not discarded.
Legislative Board is in the
process right now of looking into
the matters that were brought up.
The results will be made public
soon.
Don't forget—the meetings
have been moved back to 6:30 on
Monday nights—and especially
don't forget the PRESS
CONFERENCE this afternoon at
12:45 in the Gold Room. See you
there!!

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US
ON WEEKENDS,
HOLIDAYS,
ANYTIME
When you want to take a break, why fly? Greyhound II save you more. No lie So say hello to a
good buy Go Greyhound You can leave when you
like Travel comfortably with friendly people. And
arrive refreshed, and on time Best of all. you II
save a good buck So next time, say hello to a good
buy Go Greyhound.

Pitch-In — April 18-24. We need your help! A campus clean-up was suggested.
Beer and Pizza — April 22, from 8:00-10:30, in the ABC Rooms. Tom Parks
and some of our talented Seniors are performing. No admission.
Surprise — April 27, a watermelon feast on Lankford Mall. Special entertainment is being planned for this afternoon event.
Spring Weekend — April 14-16
Thurs. — Snack Bar, Barry Drake, from 8-10:30, Coffeehouse.
Friday — Snack Bar, Barry Drake, from 12-2,
Snack Bar, Happy Hour, from 3-6,
Downstairs dining hall, Mixer, 9-1, featuring Lynx.
Saturday — Outside Lankford, Interest Fair and Information Booth,
from 9-4,
Lankford and Stubbs Mall, Group games, 10-12,
Lancaster Mall, Lunch, Band —Blue Grass Blues, from 11:30-1:30
Jarman, Dance Company, 1:30 and 4:00
Her Field, Lacrosse, 1:30
Lankford Mall, Individual games, 2:00
Pool, Water Show, 2:30 and 3:00
French Gym, Gymnastics, 3:00
Kite competition, 3:00
Parents' Reception
Snack Bar, Barry Drake, 8-10:30
Sunday — Her Field, Softball, refreshments,
Lankford, Bruce Olson Band, refreshments
Stubbs Mall, Greek Pincni, 5-6:30

Dance

NEW!

Company

ISgn-Allergenic
Hoop Earrings
L
k

GLEAMING STERLING SILVER
EARRINGS WITH SURGICAL
STAINLESS STEEL EARWIRES

POPULARLY PRICED
FROM $6.95

• Recently developer!
concept is just now
available

1

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO
Richmond
Sprinqlield
Roanokr
Norfolk
Ni-w York

ONEWAY

ROUNDTRIP

s a IO

I 4 40

i 1.40
il* 75

s 6 10
ill 00
win

Ill.fS
12090
SS4 45

YOU CAN
LEAVE
2:30
2:30
1:40
2 30
2:30

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P M
P.M.

YOU CAN
ARRIVE
4:30
I 35
4:15
1:35
11:10

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Non-allergenic
surgical stainless
steel earwires
reduces danger of
infection.

Safer to wear
than 14 kt. or
18 kt gold wires

Ask your agent about additional departures
and return trips

• Latest
fashion styles!

GREYHOUND AGENT

7HA*U*

lb feweUn

Farmville, Va.

SAYHELLOTOAGOODBUY
GO GREYHOUND.

Lanscott

GIFT SHOp

Lined And Unlined

(Continued from Page 5)
wasn't evident on stage, it
certainly was backstage. .Many a
tear was shed. Anmarie Nemetz,
and Art Education and Sociology
Major, has been in the company
for four years. She loves dancing
and would like to dance forever.
Plans for dance classes are
definitely in the future. Beth
Tomlinson has been in the
company for three years. She
would like to continue dancing
after graduation and may
possibly pursue it as a career.
Nancy Milan is a P. E. Major and
has been in the company for four
years. She is getting married in
August so plans for the future are
uncertain. Sandy Williams is an
English Major and has been in
the company for four years. She
does not wish to pursue dancing
as a career but will continue
taking dance classes. Susann
Smith is a Speech and Drama
Major and would like to go to
Graduate School and study
dance. She has been in the
company for four years and is
going to do some professional
dancing this summer. The company is going to miss these girls
but the futures look bright for
each of them.

SENIORS!
Make
Carter's
your
headquarters for flowers and
plants and out of town FTD
orders.

PICK UP
ANNOUNCEMENTS
TODAY 8-5
IN THE ROTUNDA

SHORTY ROBES with hood.
20% OFF Longwood Jackets

Performs

barter & Slower
ower ^hoi
Corner Buffalo St. and Rt. 410
Phone 392-3151

(A limited
number of
extra announcements
available)

